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Esperanza EH187K in-ear wireless headphones (black)
The Esperanza EH187K is a high-quality in-ear wireless headphones that combine convenience of use, ergonomic design and advanced
Bluetooth technology. These lightweight and stylish headphones in black are an ideal choice for people who value freedom of movement,
comfort and sound quality during long journeys or everyday use.
 
Ergonomic design and comfortable use
A key feature of the Esperanza EH187K is their ergonomic shape, which fits perfectly in the ear. Thanks to this, the headphones provide
not only comfort,  but  also stability  when wearing them, which is  especially  important  when moving,  such as when running or  walking
fast. In addition, the headphones' light weight of just 20 grams makes them almost imperceptible to the user.
 
Advanced connectivity and control
The Esperanza EH187K uses Bluetooth 4.2 technology, providing reliable connectivity over a distance of up to 10 meters. With Bluetooth
profiles such as A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP, the headphones guarantee compatibility with a variety of devices. In addition, the in-line remote
control with a sensitive microphone allows you to easily control the volume and answer and end phone calls without having to reach for
your phone.
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Durable battery and fast charging
One of the most important features of the Esperanza EH187K headphones is its long-lasting battery. The 60mAh lithium-polymer battery
provides about 3.5 hours of music playback and about 4.5 hours of talk time. This makes them ideal companions for long trips or busy
days. Plus, simple charging with the included microUSB cable and 5V charging voltage make the headphones always ready for use.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelEH187KColorBlackConnectivityBluetooth  4.2Bluetooth  profilesA2DP,  AVRCP,  HFP,  HSPMaximum  rangeup  to
10mRechargeable  battery60mAh,  lithium-polymer  batteryFrequency  range280Hz-16kHzCharging  voltage5VMusic  playback  timeapprox.
3.5hTalking timeapprox. 4.5hCharging portmicroUSBCable length between headphones:60cmCharging cable length15cmWeight20g

Preço:

Antes: € 6.0024

Agora: € 5.01
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